Bink’s Tailor Shop and Deli
The proprietor of Bink’s couldn’t choose between his two passions of couture and cuisine, so he combined them into a single establishment to great success. Both his sandwiches and his customers are __________.
Each DELI SANDWICH below is made by layering three words atop one another such that each word overlaps its neighbors by at
least two letters. When filling in the blanks, only write the overlapping letters once. Example:
Free nibble at the supermarket
Polite word
Confiscated in a raid
-------------

SAMPLE
PLEASE
SEIZED
SAMPLEASEIZED

Each ALTERATION takes one of the DELI SANDWICH answers and snips out unnecessary letters until you’re left with the
answer, reading left to right. ALTERATIONS can begin anywhere in the DELI SANDWICH and are at least 6 letters long. Example:
Tawdry, vulgar tastelessness

SAMPLEASEIZED
SAMPLEASEIZED = SLEAZE

Match each DELI SANDWICH to the proper ALTERATION, then alphabetize the ALTERATION answers to find out what goes in the
blank above.

DELI SANDWICHES

ALTERATIONS

1.

Become a member
Section at the back of some books
Go beyond, as expectations
___________

7.

Oily freshwater fish
Factory-direct retail location
Salad staple
____________

2.

Big top swing
The fourth Marx
Motionless and ready to strike
______________

8.

Peanut or lentil, for example
Reactor core mishap
Change a stock’s recommendation
from “buy” to “sell”
_________________

3.

Fonzie’s cousin
Like John Woo and Jackie Chan
Sushi wrapper
_______________

9.

Smoky flavor in Texas barbecue
Male voice below alto
Of Scandinavian mythology
_____________

4.

Group of lions
Dame Judi
Game in The Seventh Seal
___________

5.

It has clearings
Try very hard
Calf meat
____________

6.

Movie with an erotic pottery scene
Repeated word in Forrest Gump
catchphrase
Exactly alike
________________

10. Vegas numbers game
Belt hole
Tight necklace
___________
11. WWII acronym for a snarl
Resistance, to the Borg
Luxury car brand
____________

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Cultural celebration
Four-sided shape
Game of chance
Hero’s prize
It has chambers
Magazine not aimed at women
Opportunity, at times
Power tool
Summertime treat
Cursed, in a way
Where many babies come from

